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The 2014/2015 Ebola epidemic  in Liberia destabilized health systems and revealed weaknesses in disease 

surveillance and response in the country. After the Ebola outbreak, the Field Epidemiology Training Program 

(FETP) was introduced to contribute to strategies for the National Health Investment Plan. LFETP is to help -
• develop a fit-for-purpose, productive & motivated health workforce

• strengthen epidemic preparedness, surveillance and response systems. 

LFETP was established by the Ministry of  Health, owned by the National Public Health Institute of  Liberia with 

financial and technical support from US CDC and AFENET .
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FETP Mentors, trainees and graduates

Visit our website for more updates: www.liberiafetp.com

Intermediate Cohort 4, Workshop 4

Pic 1: Groups practical session facilitated by Dr Babs, Medical Field 
Epidemiologist, supported by other mentors

Pic 5: Risk Management and Compliance Training Session facilitated by Brian of 
the IA&RM Unit

The fourth workshop for Intermediate Cohort 4 training was 
held from February 8 – 18, 2021 for 17 residents (all frontline 
graduates).  The residents are zonal, district and national 
surveillance officers, military personnel, amongst others. 
Workshop 4 focused on ‘group research project’ on risk 
perception of healthcare workers on COVID-19, Liberia, 
following field work and data collection in January 2021. The 
workshop was used to build residents competencies in survey 
data preparation for analysis - data harvesting/munging, 
development and use of data analysis plan, data analysis and 
scientific report writing. They performed analysis and wrote 
report over the two weeks workshop, and further used 
acquired skills to prepare their individual final deliverables.
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Pic 6 : IA&RM team and Dr Maame, Resident Advisor AFENET Liberia 
awarding prizes to best performing  trainees on risk analysis task

The Internal Auditing and Risk Management (IA&RM) team 
from AFENET Secretariat, Uganda paid a working visit to the 
AFENET Liberia team from February 15 - March 5, 2021. The 
IA&RM team conducted a resourceful training on Risk 
Management and Compliance for AFENET Liberia team 
from February 18-24, 2021 and conducted a thorough 
internal audit of the Liberia office processes and 
procedures. The Liberia team was trained on identifying risk 
sources, events, consequences, control and treatment. The 
team was guided through policy development to mitigate 
risks, accompanied by individual tasks, group assignments 
and presentations. The AFENET Liberia team was excited for 
the wonderful opportunity to learn a lot in few days that 
will help to improve organizational culture and productivity.

Pic 2: DASOs and  AFENET Liberia team with Dr Maame, RA AFENET Liberia 
Pic 3: Training session anchored by Dr Moses, AFENET Liberia AFP consultant

Pic 4: The IA&RM team and AFENET Liberia team after Risk 
management and Compliance training 
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District AFP Surveillance Officers 
(DASOs) Training
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A three-day training was conducted from February 25th to 
27th, 2021 on AFP for 9 Assistant District surveillance officers, 
to help strengthen AFP/VPDs/AEFI surveillance in the health 
facilities and communities of Bong, Magibi and Nimba
counties of Liberia. 

Risk Management and Compliance 

Training


